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MOVEMENTS

Movement in a crowd is steady— 
Rusted boughs, each step concrete 
Incinerated feet sweep, stow 
Side by side, swaying undefined.

Movement in a crowd is heavy— 
Trembling leaves, stirred loose boots, 
Formless conversations collect,
Forged from rising summer suns.

Movements of a choir transcend— 
Voices of Orion gasping, breathing 
Air, eviscerating lungs swallow 
Echoes, ancient rheumatic sorrow.

Movements of a choir descend—
The swift glide of a sparrow’s wing; 
Shadow’s light feather-weight of glow 
Turns by twilight’s break of night.

Movements of the season spiral— 
Lyrical moments in the mind 
When mountains rumble 
Fumbling tongues, Oceanic songs.

Movements of the season are still.
And if one moves—who would notice 
The missing grid to this axis.

Richard O. Nino
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LAUNDROMAT

Behind the glass, wet clothes all shaped like me 
are rising and falling, waving goodbye.

It is the washing, not the dirt, that wears 
them out. The frayed collar and the inseam split 
are fruits of our attempts to make ourselves 
presentable—renewal makes the old
things older. Holes appear in pockets, rips 
materialize unknown in hems and sleeves, 
and everywhere, invisible, the threads 
themselves begin to part, begin the slow 
erosion of our clothes, the dissolution 
of wardrobes in which we have lived our lives, 
the passing of the lives themselves.

Years go on
and old garments are cast off, one by one.

Loren Graham
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GIRL ON THE PORCH

Exhausted by the posturing of our overplayed drama 
I cling to the edges of your porch, a sprawling 
monstrosity: half ramshackle skate park, half lizard 
lounge screened in by graffiti-laden pressboard, stained 
planking, warped siding, and scarred 
four-by-fours supporting a rusting tin 
roof and you—glassy-eyed mess of bones, pale 
skin, and canned thought—boy with guitar 
eulogizing something long gone but not.

This is a meticulously built set, a facade complete 
with props: your worn ebony Fender, a gnawed 
token skateboard, snaking power cords, 
and composition books scattered artfully 
across the top of a Peavey amp. Even 
here you are just architecture and a soundtrack, 
and I am awkwardly fleshy against the stark 
paraphernalia of your floundering, so I nestle 
in the curve of a skate ramp and stiffen in an effort 
to improve the aesthetics because I realize

I’m only scenery: breasts and tousled black
hair, eye candy, a sounding board for your angst.
Listening to your musings, melancholy detached
affected, I find it’s true: I want you. I want definition 
from you, want to take solid shape—become more than just 
a girl on your porch sucking stale air and polluting 
already scorched lungs. This slow suicide hurts
less than hearing your elegies to someone who’s not.

Abby Shea Denson
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AN INVITATION TO STALK ME

Lilith, I invite you to use your gossamer 
shrouds that stick, choke, and paralyze 
with the stigma of dead roses glistening 
red pistil dripping tangy-sweet dewdrops 
laced with stiffening poison and lingering 
scent that twist minds into second guessing.

I’m bored, tired of hunting burned 
out melancholy predators marching me 
forward with their idle glances— 
eyes innocent as wildflowers 
shrouding thorns with blooming manes, 
beaming smiles and catch phrases.

We lie to ourselves,
deny ourselves the pleasure
of even a single reckless kiss because 
apparently you’d rather play charades—
Well I’ve grown wicked weary of this facade; 
it blister burns and blinds me no more.

I’m done playing, toying, trying—
I’ll shred my veil of peacock feathers, 
this quivering kilt of greenblue eyes, 
and brandish my talons openly 
I’m not so innocent as you pretend to be 
if you want me pounce and catch.

Sean McDonald
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BLACK HOLE BLUES

Dedicated, to those who have waited
and wondered what happened to their manuscripts.

This unpolished poem submits itself
to an editor, no gem, whose wife
on leaving left him darling infant twins,
her wedding ring, and a note about the kittens;

to his typist, a brilliant girl replete with prizes
and pregnant by an aging talent scout,
who sent his love and a borrowed rhinestone bracelet,
whose message phone declared he was deported;

to a handy friend en route to get his mail
but tossed it to a passing postal person,
who despite severe financial problems,
an offended wife, and always itching toes,

invested pearls not belonging to him
in a Magnum.

Bill Lovelady
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SPINDRIFT

Autumn 
Oak leaf 
drifting 
canyon wall 
thermal

Every 
languid 
revolution 
Stroke 
of sun gold

Mica sparkle 
fluttering over 
stream soil 
dune brow

Soul
Phosphorescent 
spindrift 
tenderly cloaked 
in indigo 
dream sea

Momentary 
perfection 
of being

Scott Walter
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HEIRLOOM

Out of my hereditary line, I received
My great grandfathers hand that was made of petrified 

redwood.
His callused palm locked straight, and his rigged fingers 

Curled underneath themselves, not becoming a fist,
But a flat square block of granite knuckle and hardened 

cartilage.

When he was a young man
Long distance buckshot tore into his arm,
Tightening his tendons
Like fleshy guitar strings that might snap.
When I asked my mother about him,
She paused, and said he was
Hard, “but I don’t know anything else about him, I couldn’t 
Tell you his name.”

That grotesque hand has opened and closed
Only twice since I’ve had it, and in its clasp lies
The memory of three people.
His lockjaw claw
Is my sawdered refusal to forgive and forget
Neither twisting nor grinding,
But tightly preserving
What would best be let go.

Kris Delaney
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MESA-1996

Arizona night falls
on trailer parks
Dirty arms and legs climb
aluminum siding in Lot 42A 
to reach lawn chairs 
above the dining room table 

Southwest jets fly
White trash kids and illegal immigrants 
Drink cheap beer on rooftops

While tan women jog
in dark sports bras
Outside of communities
adobe gated and heavily sedated- 
that will never be released

Aimee Stair
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DEVIANT LADIES’ GUILD

We are the smokers of long, sinister 
cigarettes, which we hold between ringed 
fingers and wave to emphasize a point 
even if there is none. We are “those” 
girls: the ones you, or someone like you, 
have called intimidating as if that were bad; 
as if we cared. We voice unpopular opinions 
loudly and stick defiant chins in the air. We 
swear by sweatpants, expensive shoes, 
and the powers of cranberry juice and birth 
control. We laugh and curse often, discuss 
our menstrual cycles in mixed company, 
sing at the top of our lungs usually off 
key. We drink wine from plastic cups, 
sometimes straight from the bottle.
We’re not royalty but we’re trying. We’re 
the impossible ladies you always wanted to be. 

Abby Shea Denson
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SMACK DOWN

A scarf with a thousand heads,
gloves of peanut butter and raisins,
I’m feeling boots made of only the finest
orange peels, sunglasses of brown needles
and pieces of pine cones. How about beds
of dandelion fluff thrown
smack down
in the middle of every room in a house of hay 
and hemp that is not my own but belonging 
to my best anise farmer friend. Coconut milk 
instead of water, banana slugs as slow but surprisingly 
reliable couriers in lieu of telephones 
and snap-on horns for every hat.

Keep those solid oak and sturdy doors
and locks that only like one
key, give me open air with ginger
incense blowing through gaudy beaded
curtains and fenceless fields on plots
of land, spots of earth
that can never be bought
or sold. I want a reciprocal

relationship with a charlie horse
for transportation and ten-thousand teeny
steps to my father’s eyes. On my off days
I’ll sing to the trees and go weeks
without a rain bath, only to end up
attracting all kinds of grasshoppers and butter 
bees to my dirt-covered and dazzling hide, 
loquacious insides and star-spinning

skirts of moss and yellow fern. But today
I guess I’d settle for a soy latte, a little sun
and a succulent daydream.

Kate Wilson
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THE ADVENTURES OF SNAP WILKS

In the never ending battle between good and evil—or at 
least it has not ended yet and it may or may not still be going 
on—one man stands against the injustices that plague the 
world. Actually, he isn’t the only one but the only one of 
concern right now, and he fights true evil, therefore eliminating 
any metaphysical debate as to what is evil.

He is the only one who plants his feet firmly in the ground 
when the winds of evil howl and blow like a hurricane off the 
coast of Florida, ripping and tearing homes to sheds. His name 
is Snap Wilks. These are his adventures.

Against All Swedish Odds 
Adventure #37

The Wrath of Ikea

Snap woke up, again, drowsy with everything looking 
blurry. He was sitting on the cold, hard concrete floor with his 
back against a cold, hard concrete wall, his hands cuffed 
together with a zip tie, and a single fluorescent light dangling 
overhead, providing the only light in the otherwise dark and 
dank room. Snap vaguely remembers what has been happening, 
because every time he has woken up, he is in the same blurry, 
spinning room. And every time he has woken up, the same 
man in dark sunglasses and a dark blue suit comes in. Just then, 
as Snap pondered this hazy detail, a tall man wearing dark 
sunglasses and a dark blue suit walked into the room letting a 
heavy metal door slam shut behind him. The man had a 
syringe with a clear plastic cover over the needle. He walked up 
to Snap, removed the needle cover, and pushed on the plunger 
until a stream of some clear liquid spewed from the needle and 
into the air. He then pushed up the sleeve of Snap’s white dress 
shirt and stuck the needle into Snaps arm, letting the liquid 
flow from the needle and into Snap’s blood.

Rather than let out any sound of pain, Snap simply looked 
at the man as he was bent down and said, “You know, you 
really should swab the arm with an alcohol pad. It helps to 
prevent infection.”

“Don’t worry my friend,” said the man, “the infection 
wouldn’t be what kills you.”He then put down Snap’s sleeve 
and gave him a slap on the arm, as if him and Snap had been 
long life friends. The man in the blue suit then walked out of 
the room letting the heavy metal door slam behind him.

As the clear liquid began to take affect, Snap stared at the
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fluorescent light. It went from bright and clear, to fuzzy and 
dim, to black. Snap’s head hung down limp from his neck. An 
older man, who looked like he was fifty or so with blond hair 
and fine fitted suit, walked up to the door that held Snap 
hostage. Well it was really the man that held him hostage, but 
the door assisted in making sure Snap could not leave. The man 
peered in Snap’s room through the small window in the door 
and told the guard, “Before he wakes up, bring him to my 
office. Make sure Jorgen and Ingra are there.”

Snap woke up a few hours later, but he was unaware of the 
time passing. All he knew was that a strange sensation hung 
over him. It was not a strange pubescent feeling, or a what-am- 
I-doing-with-my-life epiphany sensation. No, it was a why am I 
not restrained and sitting on a cold concrete floor feeling with 
my back against a cold concrete wall, in a dark and dank room 
with the only light in the room coming from a fluorescent light 
overhead kind of feeling. Rather than the usual, or at least what 
Snap had become accustom to in his present situation, he ,
found himself sitting in a cheap, poorly made, and uncomfort- !
able chair. His hands were no longer cuffed, and the brightness 
of the sunlight that shined though the windows that sur- j
rounded the room forced Snap to keep his eyes almost shut, j
staring out of two small slits. He was wearing a freshly pressed j
suit and a diamond tiepin. j

While still trying to get his eyes to adjust to the light, Snap <
heard a door open and a voice. ’’“Good afternoon, Mr. Wilks. I J
hope your stay was not too uncomfortable,” said the voice that
had now become a dark silhouette against the windows. The
figure walked over to the desk that Snap was sitting in front of
and opened a small box that was on the desk. !

“Would you care for a cigarette, Mr. Wilks?”
“No, thank you,” replied Snap cordially.
“Then a drink perhaps?Jorgen, an egavet and a vodka tonic 

for Mr. Wilks, please.”
The man sat down and at his desk and just as he did so,

Snap was able to open his eyes fully. Through them, he could 
finally see the man sitting in front of him. He had white hair 
that was combed over from the right to the left. He was clean
shaven, rather plump, and had a small mole next to his left 
nostril. He sat upright in his chair with elbows on the armrests 
and his hands fold. When he spoke, he had a Swedish accent, 
which was the only characteristic about the man that Snap had 
already predicted, having read about him in a dossier, but never 
seeing what he looked like.
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Jorgen walked in to the office and handed both men their 
drinks, smiling smugly at Snap as he took his drink. “Good to 
see you again Jorgen. I hope you don’t mind saying, but you 
should really invest in a suit other than blue. Perhaps some
thing in a pinstripe.”

Jorgen’s smile quickly turned to a stern, cold look and he 
began to walk closer to Snap with a fist. Just before he was able 
to reach Snap, the man behind the desk said calmly yet 
forcefully, “Jorgen,HALT. You must forgive Jorgen, Mr. Wilks. 
He has never had any formal training in manners and forgets 
how to entertain our guests.”

Just as the man behind the desk finished his sentence, Snap 
looked over to Jorgen who was standing next to the office door. 
He grabbed a solid brass candlestick off of a table that was near 
him, and without taking his cold eyes off of Snap, preceded to 
bend the candlestick till it broke.

“You must forgive him, Mr. Wilks. He has a flare for the 
dramatic,” said the man behind the desk.

“It is apparent that this whole scenario has a flare for the 
dramatic,” replied Snap.

“That may be, but I feel it is time that we get to business. 
Mr. Wilks you are here to stop me from completing my 
diabolical plan to control the world.”

“Yes that’s usually my role.”
“Well perhaps you would like to know my plans.”
“Whether I want to know your plans or not, it has become 

customary to tell me.”Snap rustled around in his chair, trying 
to get comfortable in preparation for story behind the man 
behind the desk’s plans.

“It all started in Sweden. I was the only child of my father 
who was a fisherman. For years he worked hard to provide for 
my mother and me and never had anything to show for it. 
When he died, mother had to remarry. She married my uncle 
who had a small furniture business and three other children of 
his own. They despised me. Though my stepfather looked after 
me as one of his own, his children would ridicule me and beat 
me. However, that was until my stepfather died and I took over 
his business. My stepbrothers were victims of a tragic hunting 
accident and my stepsister vanished unexpectedly.”

“That tends to happen,” interrupted Snap sarcastically.
“Yes it does,” said the man behind the desk. “So after I 

assumed control of the company, I made it my goal to make 
the small furniture business into an international corporation. I 
want everyone to value our furniture. Rely on it as a means to
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bring comfort into their homes. And once all other furniture 
companies have been eliminated, I will start to build poorly 
made furniture. Chairs and tables and desks that break in a 
matter of months, requiring people to buy new furniture at a 
higher price, only to have it break again. And since I will be in 
control of the market, people will have no choice but to buy 
my furniture. It will be beautiful.”

A sinister smile graced the face of the man behind the desks 
face. Then he reached over and pressed the intercom button 
and said, “Please send in Ingra.”

Just then the door of the office opened a tall blond woman 
in a black business suit with a small skirt walked in. Her high 
heels accented her legs, and Snap knew he had seen those legs 
before. They were the legs that had deceived him.

“So your name is Ingra?” questioned Snap.
“It isn’t Louise?”

The woman let her red lips curl into a smile. That was all 
the answer that Snap needed. He became to feel his blood boil. 
He had finally had enough. Snap stood up in front of the desk, 
alarming Jorgen who was waved off by the man behind the 
desk, and said in a determined stern voice, “That is it. I cannot 
take any more. I don’t mind being deceived by the pretty 
woman. I find it cliche that the damsel who was in distressed 
turned out to be working for the bad guys, the bad guys being 
you and the good guys being us, and I can handle the torturing 
and the imprisonment, but what I can not stand is the repeti
tion of this job. For God sakes I have been on thirty-six other 
missions just like this one. It always involved me having to use 
force and gadgets in order to ensure that bad guys didn’t 
succeed and I am tired of it. Thirty-six other missions, all the 
same, and I have only been working in the spy business for a 
little over six months. I haven’t had any vacation time and I am 
not about to go through the routine of killing Jorgen, killing 
you, making Ingra or what ever the hell her name is, see the 
error in her ways and sweep her off her feet, only to have to set 
up explosives in your factory, run out in the nick of time, and 
have sex with Ingra when it is all over. Though I don’t object to 
the sex part, I really would prefer just getting a little vacation 
time to go fishing. So here is what we are going to do.” Snap 
placed his hands on the desk, staring at the man with tired but 
determined eyes

“You, sir, are going to start taking pride in your work. You 
are already a multi-millionaire, on your way to being a billion
aire, you had your revenge against your stepsiblings, you proved
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yourself as a captain of industry, just stop and enjoy the rest of 
your life. Take an early retirement. Take up a hobby. Hell, if 
you want to rule the furniture market, do it honestly by 
providing the people with a top quality product at a reasonable 
price. Quit ripping people off.

“Now you can do what I have just said or we can go through 
the whole routine. Personally, I would like to end this now, go 
get something to eat, and see if I can’t get a request for vacation 
turned in before they give me another mission.”After Snap 
finished talking he looked at the man behind the desk and saw 
a tear begin to form in the man’s right eye. ft pooled up in the 
corner and then trickled down his cheek, leaving a streak of 
wetness behind it.

“Mr. Wilks, you remind me of my father. Such honesty, 
determination, it is an aspect of my life I had forgotten.
Though it seems abrupt, and if anyone was to read about our 
encounter they probably wouldn’t believe it, but you have 
touched me with your statement. I can feel a conversion an 
intense warming sensation in my heart. All I can think to say 
is—ahhhh.”As the man behind the desk released a sound that 
resembled a statement of refreshment after having a cold drink 
on a hot day, he clasped his chest, straightened up in his chair 
like his body was made of ice, and then suddenly melted into a 
lumped, doubled-over mess. Ingra and Jorgen ran to his aid, 
but Snap knew what had happened. While the other two tried 
to revive the man behind the desk, Snap stood up, grabbed a 
cigarette out of the box on the desk, and walked out of the 
office. Then he exited the building, light his cigarette, and 
hailed a cab.

“Where to, Mack?”
“Anywhere I can get a steak at.
“You got it pal. I know the best steak joint in town.”
“Wonderful.”
Reports later on would show that the man behind the desk 

had a heart attack. His son, who was environmentalist, was the 
next of kin. Since the man behind the desk never left a will, the 
company went to his son. He closed down the company saying, 
“It is a whore monger that rapes the earth of all its beautiful 
trees.” However, another company bought the furniture 
corporation, all its furniture, and hired all its employees to go 
to work for them. It left the report with a curiously happy 
ending that worked out for everyone.

Patrick Couture
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TWEED

I was looking in the trees. In the lawn. In the flowers next to 
the house skirting. And I’m still not sure what I was looking for:

Sometimes, I think it better that the house has a skirt, as if by 
chance of some miracle, some day it might dance away, twirling 
bright stripes in the very thing that covers it. Perhaps it might 
head for New England and, in between snows, stoke up a 
strong fire, billow ‘til it’s piled too deep. Or from St. Joe, MO, 
maybe, it might manifest its own destiny, pioneer the pavement 
to Portland, or push up to Poulsbo, punch over to Pike St. and 
marvel at the flying flounders, the soaring salmon, the mul
berry market. Anywhere,—it doesn’t matter, really—that skirt 
flying beagle-winged down the road.

Please, I think this only because this house wears a
skirP. others think naturally, other-wise.

See, I feel it’s like they’d have me think that the house has no 
flare; that it has no ambition or gumption to leave. They’d have 
me believe it doesn’t rest its faith on angels. They’d have me 
believe that it couldn’t have the feeling of not liking itself, of 
hating the terrible things happening inside it. And they’d keep 
me ignorant to the heart in its hearth, the warmth in its 
windows, the ambition in its attic. To the gumption in its 
gussets, the fruit in its framework, the banality in its bedroom. 
They’d have me think it is just dead wood and brick; it’s just 
sharp nails and glue; it’s just casket resting on dirt.

Trust me, it’s that skirt which speaks to me, saying otherwise.

It’s the skirt, tacked on after the fact, covering the foundering 
foundation—but maybe it’s the foundation, vacillating with 
varicose-grey cracks, straining to stay together. No, it’s the skirt, 
patterned with patricians of plied woods, put on before the 
oligarchy of autumn, where progress falls to constraint. With 
pants on, that house is sure to be sedentary, surveyed for 
servility, content with complacency, stuck. I guess I found roots 
there, in the trees, in the lawn, in the flowers next to the house 
skirting, thinking someday she might just fly away.

Russ Van Paepeghem
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MY TRICKSTER

-Sage-
Thanks to coyotes before you came, and Coyote after you left.

I remember seeing you
just once in my life
and then every day in my mind
but now
your face still feels like silk beneath my fingers
Here comes the cold as they’ve come for you
or rather
I have delivered you unto them
oblivious to oblivion
and I’ve no power to stop this thing
while God takes us into larger hands
and yes it is warm here
even as your eyes and mine
fill with a glassy blindness set in
the chiseled stone our faces have become.

Trying to remember to forget the silence
after you first left
(how easy it is to recall such nothingness)
it creaks and creeps through the home
some pitiful substitute for your measured breath 
soft and sweet in the background 
for this warm rain flood

all the way down to my chest
that says
nobody wants to be free
not this kind of freedom
where silence says only one thing
Here comes that big emptiness.

What you left me with
though, is
the way the quiet seeps in after the longest most beautiful 
dream
you could possibly imagine
awake within sleep
and you know yes yes
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that’s how it was 
in it
there are days and days 
running through wildflower fields, 
like careless children and 
perfect young love
on mountainous ascents 
in and out of one another’s embrace 
the way you smelled of rain 
and how soft you felt when dry 
chasing Morgan
as she led us running all the way home 
when you said
it is no burden to be happy all the time 
and it never scared me that one day 
you might willfully run over a cliff 
only that I might so willfully

follow.
I always told you it was about 
boundaries

and here I am 
stuck on the other side 
again
so I cry our again and again
are you okay are you okay'i
And you say over and over
I’m right here
there are no boundaries now 
we’re still in that dream 
watching now all the sands 
running into the bottom 
I point and say
Look at all those days we’ve losA 
And you just say, “No, no, 
those are the ones we own”

Daniel Mack
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HEGEMONY

Sawdust covered it. Sturdy built
Work benches smoothed by oils
From sweaty hands. A refuge,

Covered in creation’s crumbs, haven 
Where blue eyes aged with slowly 
Appearing wrinkles, escape quietly

To tablesaws and cordless drills
Under dim electric light; while his wife’s 
Hands grew soft in soapy dishwater,

His own callused on hard wood.
And she would smile and laugh
Sweetly when he finished a napkin

Holder or that table and chairs
Or a clock for the hallway, wipe the sawdust 
From his lips and kiss him softly.

But when he closed the back door 
Gently, she fell into a chair in the living 
Room and wondered where she could go.

Michael McMahon
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LOVE, WAR, AND A NIGHT BY THE TV

“My dear friend, I have to tell you that we will abandon this 
work, the city cannot be saved.

“But we’ve still got 20 minutes,” came the reply from the black 
hole,”“We might still be able to do it, just give me five more 
minutes.”

“No, Sergeant, it’s no good, it’s better to go now and make a 
new life for yourself.”

“Damn it, General, if you’re going to give up now then what 
was the point of any of this? I’m gonna stay...”

“Sergeant, you’re disobeying a direct order...”

“I take my orders from the people, General.”

The door slammed, she knew already. As she opened the 
door, the first thing she saw was the doe-eyed Sergeant saving 
the world with a whole two seconds to spare. The next thing 
she saw were the beer cans, thrown, crumpled, and some used 
as ashtrays. The first thing she heard was his snoring. He had 
drunk himself to sleep again in front of the T.V. The first thing 
after work was a few pints, then a few more. Tomorrow he 
would wake up grumpier than the day before; soon his eyes 
would be nothing but bloodshot. Soon he would explode.

There was no talk anymore, just fights, and just drink. At 
least before he used to talk about the future, now he didn’t even 
do that. He hit her for the first time last week, he didn’t mean 
it, or so he said, “it just happened.” They weren’t even fighting, 
he was just annoyed. She wouldn’t let him go to the phone, she 
wanted to make love and he did not. Now she knew the 
distance between them.

He had always promised so much. She was sick of always 
being the sergeant, trying to save their love, and it always felt 
like they had less than two seconds left:

“My dear friend, I have to tell you that we will abandon this 
work, this love cannot be saved...”

Shane McDermott
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THE OLD YOU

I talked to her, you a year ago,
and asked what had become of her,
the way she often laughed herself to tears, '
dimples pinched unevenly when she shamelessly grinned. 
She no longer exists in you.

She, you a year ago, replied—
Brighten up you silly boy.
Come dance until the sun comes up,
come lay with me in my neighbors meadow,
underneath the willow tree.
She no longer exists in you.

I miss her, you a year ago,
for your kiss has since turned bitter,
your warmth icy cold,
and her beautiful song has been replaced
by you increasingly louder demands,
as I have been replaced by a chemical.
She no longer exists in you.

If only given a second chance,
I’d have stayed in that meadow with her, you a year ago, 
where there was no evil to lead her astray, 
and she would never have become like you.
She no longer exists in you.

Mike Nania
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AN APOLOGY FOR ABSENCE

Searching for reasons, my mind roams freely. 
Perhaps I shall say I was stuck in traffic, 
a jam that lasted an eternity— 
but the empty streets betray my panic.
Or, better yet, a description graphic 
of crippling disease with which I was struck, 
a rare bug now turning epidemic.
Except this will not work, I’m out of luck.
He must know that out of class I did duck 
for this weekends debate and yesterday’s 
paper proclaim my health and leave me stuck. 
With naught to do but argue truth’s praise,
I admit to soundly sleeping through class, 
apologize, and hope you’ll let it pass.

Amanda Taylor

A TEACHER RESPONDS
TO AN APOLOGY FOR ABSENCE

Although in reason thou hadst sought to find 
False shelter safe from truth’s harsh wintry blast, 
Neither plague, nor traffic, nor some such kind 
Of data lost—or grandmother—could cast 
Your slumber in a better light. Still more you know, 
As ruined reason falters in excuses,
That convicts may cry “guilty,” and yet go 
Before their marker robed in hoods and nooses.
But can supplicant lines some mercy reach,
Or can you make the worse the better seem?
If you so preach, I must object, and teach 
That not only do you sleep, you dream!
So “no gold star” concludes my argument,
But for this: amend time’s management.

Jeff Morris
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HOPE

There’s a pop-singer with her school bag walking to class 
and there is an award-winning actress wearing a uniform
pretending to be
sick,
by the window is an astronaut biting his pen and staring out 
next door is the professional footballer kicking a balled up 
paper around
detention,
and in the corner, one of the greatest political minds ever, 
reading a Beano.

Walk out and into the staff room and you’ll see:
a poet jotting lines on corrected homework,
an Olympic medalist getting ready for his next P.E. class, 
a pop-singer, going out the door on her way to teach piano.

Naomi Moran
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THE ART OF LIVING PUPPETRY

when you’re stuck holding on to pieces
flying feels a lot like falling
and to tell you the truth
there really isn’t much difference
reality is a trick of perception,
of accepting an active role
in the creation of your universe
reality is an illusion, a reflection,
a projection of a mind gone mad
and no matter how hard I struggle
how hard I tryto a step back
and see the patterns forming
I can never reach escape velocity
never escape the feeling
never break the bonds
the pale elastic walls
provided by my skin
I can never rid myself
of chaos and relativity

can you feel the starscream rush 
of a galaxy swinging through time 
can you feel the whiz and whir 
of protons dancing with electrons 
can you feel the solitary vastness 
that empties the space between atoms

trapped in an invisible somewhere 
between my reflection and my shadow 
hidden inside a costume, a puppet 
in the reverse black hole
presented by my body
I sit blinded by scattering photons 
shrouding the world in a veil of light 
but here there’s no need
for slinging dead words
no need to decipher
those lobbed at me
like so many grenades
blowing the circuitry of my mind
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with the ambiguous possibilities
in here were all the same
and when you let go you’ll find
you had nothing to hold on to but intangibles 
I may be lonely but at least I nowhere I am 
mastering the art of puppetry 

Sean McDonald
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SHATTERED

Beside
hard
granite
ridgeline

Radiant 
tree length 
splinter spokes

Branches
attached

Struck 
At spire tip 
by brilliant 
lightning axe

though 
no one 
heard

This tree 
did not 
die silently

Scott Walter
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JUPITER’S RAIN

When little,
big brother chased so
I scratched up tread-bark and knurl-knots 
and me, green heart-leaves veiled 
from his split finger, wrought and readied 
to tickle me

to death.

That chase was then
the pace our lives were in
the grass cut, the walk swept clean
from black-coal walnuts, stalk-less greens, 
the mower and rakes and toys put up and away. 
But soon he’d be home
and ma’s pace, as ours, would quicken.

Still, it wasn’t of our minds
to be worried, incisor biting lip
bleeding blue-green
anxiety like that of our mother’s
lower, so we cat and moused
and copped and robbered
as brothers do.

Hot days, sizzle your whistle days,
he’d chase, old brother, like Aquarius 
and remind me, young Pisces, from whence 
I came—dowse me, down me, drown me 
scrape the slick from my hair
and toss me back
into his dark pitcher, lidded.

Depressed under lid, I listed
to run, to pack and leave
like, I’d seen those milk-carton children, 
white and black and yellow, 
so homogenized and fortified— 
no wonder they had the strength 
to leave.
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So in my pouch, nylon and red and stained,
I sacked my trusted friends,
Huck Hound, Eyeore, Christ, and 
for strength, a jug of 2%. I set that 
Aquarius would drench no more,
Jupiter’s thunder would cease and, I was thinking,
Juno could smile, Pisces go fishing.

At the front door, by the bay window, I said
goodbye to mother, biting,
to father, working,
to brother, conniving,
and, at back door, to my veil tree, who hid
me, in her palm, calm sway,
which today was, No, louder than normal.

The tempest turreted,
slapped hard clear window me, my veil-tree.
Mother loosed her bicuspid bridle, called 
us sons to pick up the yard,
imbibing strength from the air
as she deep-inhaled Jupiter’s rain,
falling on us all, always.

We picked as quick
as our mortal hands could
the laundry from the string,
when windy, Aquarius’ pot had hit
me square by the well, my sack, still, in the threshold, 
and knocked my will to the water, 
then floated free from me, away.

“Okay,” I screamed, to
Jupiter, Juno, Jesus,
“I’ll stay, I’ll stay!”
and me beside, brother bothered to listen,
to bring it up again at the dinner table
after pouring our milk from
Last-Seen-Sadie’s paper-wax carton.
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So, out-spoken, Jupiter’s jaw was set
on dry biscuits and cold sausage,
store-bought, preserved, pre-purchased, 
to this Aquarius back-tipped his artesian, 
their eyes posted on me, alone—
Juno wasn’t hungry, she’d said,
she, tonight as others, didn’t feel like eating.

How I wanted my veil-tree
to widen a window, reach in, receive me 
from the wounding Jupiter’s jaw was gnashing, 
from the stare Aquarius’s eye was thrashing, 
from the unity Juno’s unction unlashing, 
hide me again. My nature, instead, reached in; 
Aquarian eyes spoke for me.

Brow folded, Jupiter soaked down my rejoinder, 
Aquarius laughed hard—like his first, 
bibbed, unbroken, fortification flushing 
from his nose. Juno stood, still, in the kitchen.
I, excused from the table, unloaded 
my satchel, and held in mind how Helen, ungodly, 
had brought it to me from afar, wrapped 
with warm smiles, and its contents I returned

to home.

Russ Van Paepeghem
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AT A STATION

In the train, daylight dwells into night;
hours lost, looking through a tinted gaze.

My reflection etched onto the black glass—
fenestrations full of apparitions.

I left tracks and my baggage free to claim,
hoping a stranger would pick up what remains—

The train tracks I remember well—how they dive, 
merge further down the road, 
forged in different directions.
The train ride became

a way of life.

Passing through mountains, parallel to the ocean,
I left a trail of dust, my past.

The horizon

blends into the heavens; swells rising
and falling tides collide, crash,

tumble onto broken crags

Night comes and crawls through cracks into the cab; 
sleep whispers, but the roaring engine keeps me wake.

Suddenly the soft glow of the sun swirls—
a year becomes a dream in a second.

I take a breath and exit through the gate,
grab my bags and head towards the light—

The faces I’ve faced await in my mind—
I look up: through the sky a plane flies by.

Richard Nino
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RENEWAL

Clouds gather
like lost sheep
huddled together.

Sudden thunder.
Heaven touches Earth 
with a cool embrace.

Crystal drops plummet, 
piercing the surface 
of a small stream.
Water rises, 
snaring a leaf, 
a stray twig in its path.
Faltering 
at first
over logs
and rocks, the flow
forces its way and speeds on,
widening,
gushing,
swelling with strength.
The torrent surges to join 
the river, rushing 
to merge with the ocean depths. 
And above those rolling waves, 
a cloud will form again.

Nature stretches forth 
Her hand 
and Life flows on 
Renewed.

Terri John
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DOWN SOUTH

snow falls softly
sinking into the sound and surf 
swaying palms try to fan flakes 
as the cold curls their leaves 
gulls cry for the snow 
their breath steams from icy beaks 
and the marshes echo frigid laughter 
it’s gettin’ cold down south.

sing low, sing slow, sing
into the frozen wind, slide melody 
slowly sinking until it lands, springs 
thawed, and new under a sickle moon 
song sprouts wings and soars 
acrobatically. I’ll dance, the rhythm 
salving my soul as I slide down south. 

Jed Fox
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THE SECOND FLOOR OF THE SERENGETI

I stole and old friend’s belongings
After he left them in his dresser in my house
For a year.
I sold his music, and his movies,
And put his board games in my coat closet.
My roommates didn’t notice I had taken
The scavenged dresser and put it upstairs in my bedroom.

A week later
One of my roommates was in the back of my Carroll College 
And found one of the movies I decided to keep,
And some of the music I couldn’t pawn off 
And he knew.

I had broken the contract of our lease:
Animals were not allowed.

Kris Delaney
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CONTRADICTION

So artists feed off the flesh of dead women
I’ll never die for you
but you can draw blood
my heart is blood red
passion can be painful
pain is pleasure

I said I was his

I wash him off and my body’s mine again 
you should never have me 
you could have me

Roisin Keane
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LOVE

Love, She’s perfect in my dreams 
Life, perfect with her it seems

Such a beauty,
Red illumination
Tight curves,
Verbal constipation

For one night,
Past the evil inside
I’d like to have-
Just one ride

A little old for me
22 compared to 33
But, Her images invoke curiosity 
I wish I had her, what velocity,

One day, with enough money 
I’ll buy that honey.
Disagree?
Attack my action?
Regardless,
1970 Barracudas are my attraction.

James Creach
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GRAY LIGHT OF LATE NOVEMBER 

Gray light illuminates early morning.

You and I,
late November
Hello/Goodbye
go by forever and ever.

Naked trees and a cable knit sweater, 
as I shiver on my home you’re still asleep.

The shortest day of the year crawls near, 
as does the holiday season, 
when you’ll be leaving soon and I’ll be leaving 
and it’ll all be unclear again.

So I and you
lie 2 by 2
in late November ‘til December.

Aimee Stair
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A SHORE ADVENTURE

I stand here, a real person
At the bottom of a real cliff,
Rubble jutting over my head,
A few waves from my stretch 
Of the cold Pacific,
Due east of Malibu,
West of Ballona Creek,
Shaved and trimmed, hair and nose, 
Dress shoes and leisure slacks,
I stand here, old and cold,
Homeless with real estate,
(An estate from high water to highway,
A view of Catalina, a deal shady), 
Watching a dead bird strive for the shore, 
An apple green sea,
Splattering the jetty rocks,
Broken shells, broken glass,
Tidings of sewage on the cold wind.
I stand here, shivering,
Judging shy waves,
Lapping, hesitating, retreating,
Shunning my strip of sand.

Of late I’ve forged ahead
Like a ship in a bottle.
I left a sack of gentle rocking sea.
(Things have never been the same.)
I could have fared better 
Had I ever been forgiven 
The trauma of my departure.
I could have sailed all seven seas,
Given Davy Jones his chances,
Dared the leaping sea 
Off the coast of Norway,
Keelhauled the mate.
I could have chanted a prayer 
To tease the devil,
Shaken my fist at the heavens,
Expecting fire from a cloudless sky,
Doing what sailors do
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Around a shimmying sea.
At last a real, if shoddy, prayer:
St. Elmo, I have been fair with thee,
I have been fairly fair,
Save me, St. Elmo,
As I stand here,
Shake your seabed,
Shatter this cliff 
That hangs over me 
With a flood worth 
A headline in London.

I shall ignore the shards of youthful love, 
Empty myself into the sea,
(Better than dripping like a broken urn) 
Admire the landscape from the bottom up 
Blow cold as the bones 
Of last summer’s picnic fire,
Gone all hope, all desire,
One last love
In the forgiving arms of the sea.

Of course, I stand here still.
(What did you expect?)
The water is too cold 
For a simple dissolution.
I hear the servants searching.

Bill Lovelady
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FINALITY

You said that I came in drunk,
Dragging my self-respect behind me,
There was nothing dragging,
Except maybe my love for you, dragging me down.

Don’t try to hold me down
With rules on how to write and rhyme,
That’s my blood on the wall,
And this is me killing time.

So now it’s back to square one,
Like always,
Call it lunacy, call it ritual,
That midnight kiss was just too sensual.

Friends sometimes end up as lovers,
But it’s never the other way round,
For now I’ll just hide under the covers,
And try to stand my ground.

Shane McDermott
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CONCENTRATE

Mountain tears trickle

Lonely rivers

no outlet 
to ocean

Sigh
into shallow playa

Evaporate 
to sharp 
saline crystal 

Alkali

Scott Walter
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WHEN THE DIVORCE IS FINAL

You’re in the Bahamas. I’m in the snow
high in the Blue Ridge. You swim turquoise seas, 
work your tan. I make angels, white and cold 
with perfect wings. You get too hot. I freeze.

And both of us expect new love to kill
old: he watches you watch the striped fish 
that spook before you as you wade a brilliant 
lagoon—she watches me watch birds, the rich

scarlet of cardinals against the snow.
This won’t work. We admitted that our minds 
still need each other just three days ago.

Then why have we parted after all this time?
Because we need each other: gull and crow,
bay and stream, bar and drift—wave, peak, palm, pine.

Loren Graham
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MOTHER AT MILE MARKER 281

A hand outstretched to hers I saw her shudder 
as she took it. My father smiled and drove, 
drumming the wheel with Boston. My sisters snored 
softly as I watched my mother start to cry 
silently. Her eyes turned to her window. Beau

tiful ignorance allowed me to believe:
“unloving, hateful mother.” Fifteen years old.
Lovingly my father looked at her. She tensed 
her body timidly. My father remained in
different, the bold soldier of undying

love. I smiled at my father’s patience. Mom
watched the window, world a blur and thought upon 
marriage. She sobbed once, almost audibly, choked 
back the cry, too late. Heavy perfume and sweat and lust 
filled her nostrils. The hand that held hers embraced its

lover in a dark room. She heard him whisper 
into the phone. The cold sheets of an empty 
bed felt damp upon her skin. She was alone.
I watched her eyes close, and she breathed in deeply, 
Soundlessly, and when she turned to her eyes

changed. Looking to me, she discovered the strength 
to continue. For a moment I knew. Love 
unbounded witnessed by a boy, for his sake, 
and without words I asked her to end her pain.
She declined, for us, and squeezed her husbands hand.

Michael McMahon
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JUICE

His romantic past is pocked and scarred 
like the skin of an orange too much 
handled by the overly conscientious 
shopper. Time and time again he’s been

squeezed, evaluated, and left behind. 
Today, another discerning customer 
questing for the perfect fruit passes 
him by, leaving a scratch her, bruise

there. One can only be on the market 
so long before rotting, succumbing 
to the slime of rejection. Still he waits 
for that someone who will pick him up,

turn him softly in her hands, take him 
home, peel off that tough exterior 
and learn how tangysweet love can be, 
harvested ripe and dripping off the chin.

Abby Shea Denson
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OUT THE DOOR

You get out of the car, distracted
and laughing at me in gentle muted
tones. You turn your head and start walking
across the parking lot until the sliding doors
close behind you,
I watch the whole scene
unfold from the passenger seat.

I like the way I can forget
myself to picture you ducking your head
down random grocery aisles,
searching for the beer cooler, 
preoccupied. I like the unstated 
simplicity of waiting for you. In the car.
Smoke a cigarette, slow and feverish,
stare expectantly through the sliding doors. Music
bounces around the seats and into me, rising the relentless

body rhythm that you bring. A small aggressive 
smile plays upon smoky lips, I wait.
My thighs cross and uncross, 
wanting this seemingly reciprocal 
adoration to share skin again 
and again. Right now. Right here.
You walk out sporting that irresistible
swagger, slinging two six
packs of Rainer and my requested

naval orange. I sit and return the not-
so-secret hot eye aimed at me, across the empty
parking lot but getting gradually closer. I contemplate
running to squash the orange and break
bottles of beer on wet pavement to taste you
once again. Instead, I clasp wanting hands in hungry
lap and pretend to be patient;

it took us long enough to make it 
out the door.

Kate Wilson
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NOTARIQON

I find myself pacing up and down the hall of my cramped, 
one bedroom apartment— back and forth between the kitchen 
and the bathroom, weaving my way through a small living 
room with two couches and an old lazy boy recliner right 
smack on the end. The couches are back to back: a three-seater 
facing a bulky entertainment center— particle board with fake 
wooden finish— and a two-seater facing a tiny brick fireplace 
that really only heats the chimney and a wall full of books. 
Combined with a chair, coffee table, and desk, they formed a 
barricade between the two distinct halves. I usually just swivel 
the chair like one of those revolving doors to get through to a 
kitchen that lacks counterpace, largely due to the vast array of 
technical wizardry: toaster, three varieties of coffeemakers— 
French press, espresso machine, and regular drip—microwave, 
toaster oven, and bread machine, none of which see regular use 
except for maybe the microwave.

There are no windows anywhere; I live in a basement, and 
my landlord lives upstairs. He detests sunlight. He told me 
this on one of the numerous visits he’s made through the 
backdoor of the apartment, which was really just a door at the 
bottom of the stairs leading into his basement. He also told 
me about his glory days as a pilot and how now he is a writer 
of sorts.

I haven’t yet figured out the dynamics ofthe damn machine; I 
still use the two-finger approach. Incidentally, Bebop,you’ll have to 
type up the lease, he said, gesturing towards an ancient type
writer. One time he came down and prattled on and on at 
length about how nice it must be to have a color TV.

I have cable you know, but it’s all in black and white. Sex 
doesn’t sell so well without the flesh tones. Consequentially, Bebop, I 
have an offer to make— I’ll run the cable down here, in exchange 
for you letting me watch it down here on your color TV.

I dunno, Clyde. He lived upstairs in the dark with no one to 
keep him company but his donkey of a dog, Morgan. I don’t 
think he ever even left the house unless he needed food or 
drink. ’As long as Morgan stays up stairs I guess.

It turns out he likes lecturing me before meditating in front 
of the tube.

Bebop have I ever told you why it’s better to do your laundry a 
day at a time 's

I decide my state of mind is better suited for napping then 
waking, and proceed to the crumpled nest on the floor that
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serves as my bed. The actual bed hurts my back and is currently 
being used as rather spongy shelf. I drift off to sleep almost 
immediately, something that, for me, is for some reason only 
possible during the daylight hours.

When I wake twenty minutes later, I find that I’m less 
energized than I should after a power nap. The dread of 
another dismal day grips me in the pit of my stomach, curling 
me into the fetal position and pulling the covers over my head. 
The steady pulse of the alarm clock gains a hypnotic quality, 
and I begin to fade back out of waking life.

Turn off that damn alarm. It’s breaking my concentration. How 
am I supposed to enjoy all this T an A with that incessant beeping 
constantly interrupting the alternate reality I m creating for myself. 
As I reach over to switch off the alarm, I wonder if everyone 
that watches TV feels as irritated as Clyde does when they 
realize it’s not real and they’re still stuck at the end of the night 
with their own miserable, debt-ridden lives.

God knows I feel that way more often lately, more and more 
like a robot. The qualities that distinguish me as human— 
namely a sense of self-control, responsibility, and a will of my 
own— are subject to daily deemphasis. But, what am I to 
expect with fifty-three channels of cultural reprogramming 
being pumped into my living room on a twenty-four/seven 
schedule?

Bread and Circus.
Spend more money.
You won’t make it through the day without the latest hair 

removal system, or the latest exercise equipment.
Wanna lose thirty pounds in ten days, then ask your doctor 

about these pills we’ve concocted that, chemically, are remark
ably similar to meth, number one drug of choice of small-town 
middle America.

buy. Buy. BUY.
Send your money.
If you act now we’ll even mail you a coupon for a free trial 

at the tanning salon, because, as we all know, real sunlight 
causes cancer.

I step into the cubicle-sized bathroom to take a piss, still 
rolling on this train of thought. The short-term withdrawal 
symptoms from high doses of processed sugar and caffeine 
include lethargy, apathy, insomnia, and in the most extreme 
cases, debilitating migraines. The good news is that these go 
away with time as your body detoxifies itself. The bad news is 
that you probably already have cancer. This is America you
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know, and cancer is going to kill one in three of us. I wander 
down the hallway musing to myself.

But what happens Clyde? Tell me what happens, please, 
when you become reliant on the programming itself for your 
fix. What happens when you depend on its garbled lullaby to 
rock you to sleep at night? I’ll tell you one thing it does, it 
changes the frequency of your brainwaves, gets you high. One 
hour ofTV is the equivalent of one marijuana cigarette, only it 
doesn’t just erase your memory, it rewrites it.

Clyde has positioned himself on the couch with a plate of 
frozen hor’dourves on the coffee table, beer in one hand, and 
the remote in the other. He’s sitting on the edge of his seat, eyes 
glued to the screen with the thrill of the hunt. Clyde, I cant 
believe you watch this shit.

Huh?
I said, I CAN’T beLIEVE you watch this shit,
Bebop, settle down, it’s Elimidate. Please, you’re breaking my 

concentration.
When was the last time YOU went out on a date?
He never looks up from the TV. He just keeps staring into 

the depths of the screen, sets his beer down, props his elbows 
on his knees, and holds the remote in both hands as though he 
were in the midst of prayer.

And what’s he praying to? He’s praying to three drunk girls 
and one drunk guy. He’s praying to Pepsi, Budweiser, Geico, 
and Sony. He’s praying to MTV, NBC, Time Warner and Fox.
He’s praying to men. Just men.

Clyde.
No response.
Mr. Rentmeister.
Wha— Oh. No thanks. I don’t want any.
What the hell are you talki— never mind. I’m leaving. I slip 

on my sandals and begin walking towards the door.
Oh, Bebop, by the way, I need you to take another letter for Ms.

Spear----- 1 cut him off with the click of the door shutting and
locking. I slap my pocket to check for the jingle of my keys 
more out of habit than necessity. Clyde will always be there to 
let me in, and there is a spare, but it’s just reassuring to know 
that one’s keys are in one’s pockets.

As I mount the steps I get the impression that I am emerg
ing from a dark cavern. The sunlight is so bright it’s blinding 
even when I squint, and as I begin my aimless wandering, I can 
only with difficulty make out the shadowy, shifting shapes that 
dance before my eyes.
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And so, with no particular destination in mind, I begin 
walking. I read somewhere that our brains are designed to run 
more efficiently where our bodies are active— something about 
the increased levels of oxygen. I figure it has a lot to do with the 
rhythm your feet pound out on the ground. It s not long before 
I find myself humming silent melodies that sway in and out of 
each step. My breathing becomes fluid to provide contrast, so I 
surrender control to this symphony of imagined sound and let 
it go where it pleases. It feels as though I’m walking on one of 
those moving walkways you’d find in large airports. Maybe it’s 
the spin of the planet or the galaxy. Soon I’m not even looking 
at the cars passing by, the springtime women exposing their 
flesh, or the people that cross the street so that they don’t have 
to walk by me. I’m on autopilot. Wandering lost in the depths 
of myself, chasing leapfrogging thoughts through puddles in 
the green garden of my memory— here the shimmer of a lost 
love, there the ripple of an old friend. Instants really. Gestures. 
My mother smiling. Laughter. Faces. Strangers. Feelings. The 
dark realm of dreams where the waves of my consciousness 
sweep me further along into the vast wastelands of myself.

Here time has no jurisdiction. The air is moist and has the 
musk of decay about it. Here I can see. The sun has been 
replaced by a pregnant moon, spilling soft gray light that filters 
through branches in shafts and pours onto the forest floor, 
illuminating steely needles moist with rot. Large blue mush
rooms feast on the corpses of fallen trees. I can see a crude trail 
ahead of me, and decide to try and follow it. I take several 
arrogant steps and walk face first through a large spider web.
I’ve got that sticky, tingly feeling all over my skin and I’m about 
to freak out because there’s probably a huge spider somewhere 
on my body when I remember one very important detail, there 
is no spider, there are no trees, there isn’t even a moon, none of 
this is real, it’s all a mental projection, a daydream.

As soon as I say this to myself, things begin to shift. Some of 
the trees melt into streetlamps while the rest disappear. 
Buildings loom on either side of me. I’ve wandered downtown, 
shivering in the cold shadows of skyscrapers tall enough to blot 
the sun from the sky. Dusty streets and cracked sidewalks with 
grass and weeds growing through run ahead of me for miles.
I’ve never been among so many people, and felt so alone. 
Everyone walks looking straight ahead, or at their toes, stone 
faced, avoiding eye contact, pretending they’re alone.

A low rumbling catches my attention, growing louder as I 
am approached by a sleek, red Ferrari, snaking by proudly,
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flaunting its curves. The gentle purr of the engine is drowned 
out by monotonous baseline and the hissing trebles. The sound 
is offensive; it pollutes the air. The car is offensive. How many 
lifetimes could I live on the money from that one purchase? 
How many of those starving children I see all the time on TV 
could have been fed with that? How much energy went into its 
existence? What was its price tag in human terms? Such 
thoughtless squandering- it disgusts me, but it’s so tempting. 
As I ponder these things, it slinks out of sight, dual red brake 
lights catching my eye.

The large wooden door of a coffee house, Taozen’s, material
izes on my right. I push through and allow my eyes to adjust to 
the dimly lit interior. The aroma of burnt coffee hangs in the 
air, mingling with the bittersweet vanilla smell of the Nag and 
offsetting the scent of tobacco smoke. Old men in old clothes 
are gathered around chessboards and tables, hunkered into 
corncob pipes and oversize mugs of coffee. A middle-aged 
woman looks up from a novel, raises her eyebrows, and returns 
to the depths of her imagination. Here and there a few writers 
scrawl frantically in notebooks and on napkins.

The atmosphere here is different: smaller, closer, more 
humane than human.

Ghmorniri, Lily, 1 say approaching the counter.
It’s afternoon, Bebop.
To the rest of you—maybe, but to me, I just got out of bed, I’m 

still tired, and it’s still morning.
What’llya have? She asks as I sit at the bar.
The usual, please.
Peruvian, black, two shots espresso?
You know it.
Are you sure ya don’t want to try anything different?
Nope.
What about a double tall toasted marshmallow mocha breve 
with a quadruple shot of espresso?

No, thanks.
You know ya don’t have to be so stubborn all the time. I 

wouldn’t think yer less of a man or anything if you took a little 
cream in yer coffee now and then.

I like my coffee black, thanks. It tastes the way I imagine rich, 
tropical earth would smell. I’ve already got my head in the clouds. 
This keeps my feet on the ground.

Okay, Fine. You can have it black. I’m sorry I asked. She turns 
and sets about making my coffee while I trace the curves of her 
body with my eyes, committing them to memory. Behind the
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counter, she’s taller than me, putting her chest at about eye 
level. I try not to stare, thinking instead of her shoulder-length 
blonde hair, but she catches me looking anyway. She doesn’t 
seem to mind; she cracks a smile and my gut reaction is to 
make a wild glance about the room. You know, make sure 
everyone else is still here, no one’s robbin’ the joint— anything 
so long as I don’t have to make direct eye contact without the 
wall of words to hide behind just yet.

When I look back she is safely turned the other direction, 
busying herself with my drink. This gives me a little time to 
admire her figure. I’m just under six feet, and I bet she prob
ably stands at about my shoulder. The shirt she’s wearing hugs 
her tightly, and she’s just fleshy enough to look soft and 
inviting, but not enough to be considered fat, or even pudgy. 
Just right in my book.

My problem is that I set my standards so high. As much as I 
hate to admit it, for me, a woman must meet certain physical 
standards before I’m interested. But that’s not so wrong. I 
mean, if I’m gonna have to talk to ya I might as well like 
lookin’ at ya, right? But so what? There’re lots of beautiful 
women out there if you look from the right angle. Tragically, 
the women I go after not only have to meet certain physical 
standards, but certain intellectual standards as well. I might be 
interested in the way you look, but I’m not so full of myself 
that I could deal with having only myself to talk to and you 
just for looking at.

With whom are you speaking now then?
Fair enough. Maybe that’s exactly what I’m looking for then, 

but I certainly hope not.
Lily interrupts me with my coffee. It’s her eyes that catch my 

attention really. They always seem to be telling me things her 
words never reveal, things that words can’t even touch.

So what brings you in here on a Sunday?
Why, you did, of course.
You guys have good coffee.
You sure it wasn’t something else?
Positive. It was you.
Nope.
Bebop, that’s an awful long way to walk for a cup ofcoffee.
Not when I’m coming here for you.
Especially, Lily, when you consider all the other places I walked 

by on the way here.
So, there is a reason you come all this way.
It’s you. Can’t you hear me? It’s you.
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Like I said— A damn good cup of coffee.
You evil bastard.
She’s right, you dumb bastard.
Well, I guess this place has a certain character to it. You know, 

it’s got that whole dharma bum Kerouac thing going on.
A certain character? Are you— am I— ignorant? Lily, I 

apologize. What I meant to say is— can I buy dinner some
time? Teach you to snowboard? Read you my poetry? Wake up 
to you? Can I teach you to fly?

Bebop, you are lucky that you tip well. She says with a half 
smile and a twinkle in her eye.

I tip you well because it’s the lamest thing I can come up 
with to make up for the fact the some where along the way my 
wires got crossed. Because this body is a puppet and I can’t 
figure out how do get it to say or do the things I want it to. 
Karma, Lily, karma.
Bebop, you are so out there, so on the verge.

I know, I can feel it, but on the verge of what? You know. I 
know you know. Please. Tell me. Come home with me. We 
have a lot of catching up to do.

Hmmhhh, I manage to push through my nose, cracking an 
embarrassed smile.

I take the first sip of my coffee and things begin to look up 
before it even touches my tongue. This is the taste of history, 
the taste of all the back-breaking work the men and women of 
this planet have put into shaping the earth, and all condensed 
into one cup waiting for someone to come along sensitive 
enough to feel all of the time, all of the random events that had 
to occur for this one cup of coffee to even be possible. All of 
the variables that lead to me sitting right here, across from Lily, 
drinking this particular cup of coffee, on this day of this year, 
with that old man sitting in the corner as a witness to it all, 
astound me. All of these thoughts explode in my brain in the 
two seconds it takes me to swallow the first sip of coffee.
Mmm. I don’t know how you do it, Lily.
I do.

Do what?
Twist my mind around the rings on your fingers.
Make such a damn good cup of coffee.
Well I— ifyou wait around a while I’ll tell you. Then she goes 

and busies herself with the crowd that has just entered, 
obviously fresh from church. There is one large family, com
plete with grandparents and grandchildren. They’re seething 
with negative energy. The children obviously don’t want to be
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here and the adults obviously wanted to be children themselves, 
free of responsibility altogether. Altogether loud and interrup- 
tive intrusions into an otherwise calm and quiet cafe. Lily, 
however, deals with them even more sweetly than she did me, 
leaving me to think for myself for a while.

And what would you like today sir?
Oh uh. Well, let’s see. I’ll have a double tall huckleberry moch-
Grampa, can I have money? I wonder what Grampa wants to 

say.
Judith! Oh, I cant believe her, can you believe her? I’ve raised 

you better than that, young lady.
I’m sorry dad.
You were saying, sir?
Yes. Can I please have a double tall huckleberry moch-
He’ll have just a regular cup of coffee. Same for the rest of us. A 

couple hot chocolates for the kids, and everyone pick out a muffin.
Henry!
Edna! I’m paying for it, and I don’t wanna sit around and wait 

for her to make all the fancy stuff. Regular coffee is fine. You can 
put cream and sugar in it if you need it.

Sitting there, listening to people give their orders while I 
occasionally take a sip of coffee has a way of hypnotizing me. 
The words blur together until they have no meaning anymore. 
Soon, I’m no longer even sitting. I’m walking, and the depths 
of a forest nightscape have replaced the walls of Taozen’s. It 
seems to be the same path I’d come upon earlier. I glance to my 
right and look for the moon. The forest is thicker here, and I 
can barely make it out through the branches of the trees. Why 
can’t I ever have a flashlight? One suddenly appears in my 
hand, but it won’t turn on. Just my luck.

No sooner has this thought bubbled up when I see a red 
light off in the distance. As I draw nearer I realize that there are 
actually two of them, and they’re emanating from under the 
hood of a cloaked figure, leaning on a twisted staff. This 
stranger is the first I’ve ever encountered wandering the 
wastelands, and he doesn’t feel all that strange.

The door you are looking for hass no key.
Keys? I reach into my pocket and pull out a handful of 

minnows. They flash silver in my hand with light of their own, 
gasping for breath and flopping to the ground. The land head 
first and worm their way into the needles, disappearing from 
sight.

Impresssive, but that'ss not enough. You still have much to learn
What the ff- who are you?
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A more important question iss who, my friend, are you? But 
don’t ansswer that yet. I have ssomething I musst tell you, 
Sefirot. You came here ssearch for an ansswer, a point.

Yes.
Well, lam here to tell you that there iss no point. He begins 

laughing, flicking his serpentine tongue in the air. There really 
issrit any point at all. He throws his head back and really howls; 
to my horror, his face, with the hood pulled back, is my own. 
Its like looking in the mirror in the morning to find that I’ve 
grown fangs and a fork in my tongue throughout the night. I 
look away, down at the needles— millions upon millions of 
needles. What does he mean no point? I pat the breast pocket 
of my lost leather jacket and pull out a pen.

There is a point. See, I’ve found one right here. I wave the 
pen in front of my face.

He waves flashes his eyes at me and my forehead begins to 
tingle, just above the bridge of my nose and before I can do 
anything, it turns into a snake and bites my forehead and slips 
beneath the skin. I stick my finger in after it, stretching the hole, 
twisting back and forth, burying up to the knuckle. I’m digging 
for the snake, succeeding only in pushing it in deeper in my 
frantic effort to remove it— and the laughter, the incessant 
laughter. It won’t stop. It howls in my ears like hyena yips, biting.

Bebop, are ya with me?
Whuh? I manage, trying to shake the dream fog from my 

brain.
I never left.
Oh, sorry, Lily. I zoned out there for a minute.
I’ll say.
I was dreaming of you. Say it, fool. Say it.
Can I get you another cup of coffee?
No thanks. Let’s go some place where I don’t have to spend 

my money to be in your presence. Why not get a bottle of wine 
and wander into the mountains? I know somewhere we can get 
lost and never come back.

Please.
Aaaaahhhhhh!
Black?
Absolutely not— I hate the taste of coffee. Surprise me. Slip 

him a little flavor. Liven me up a little.
Please.
Don’t do it. I’m not gonna let you this time.
Against my better judgment, I reach into my back pocket, 

pull out my wallet, open it. I can smell the money. I can taste
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it. Blood, sweat, and tears. I want to flick my tongue in the air.
I can hardly restrain myself. Suddenly the world begins to turn 
away. I can feel it screaming through the solar system— 
through the darkness. Taozen’s is gone, and I m left alone, still 
doubled over my wallet. The bills are green, scaly. They waiver 
like heat mirages, begin stretching, twisting, easing out of the 
wallet like a python with a snake charmer, only I m the one 
who’s mesmerized. There are three of them towering from 
within my wallet, each now bearing a set of ivory fangs. The 
middle one opens its ruby eyes, and it’s when I notice that these 
eyes are glowing with a light all there own that the spell is 
broken. Free to move once more, I hurl the snakes into the 
darkness and when they hit, a thousand more serpents burst 
from my wallet in an explosion of green and red light. Through 
the smoke I can see them writhing together in their frenzied 
mass. Taking form, it rises from the ground and as they wind 
tighter I begin to make out a human shape— first arms and 
legs, then a staff, a head, a cloak. Finally the eyes open into the 
familiar red glow.

What do you want from me, my soul?
Can’t have you. I’ve ssettled for the next besst thing— your 

body.
You can’t have it.
Foolissh Ssefirot, I already have you.
I lift up my hand, wiggle my fingers, and flip him the bird.
He throws his head back and has a hearty laugh. A real 

hearty laugh. I wonder what could be so funny.
Ss-ss-sso fuh-ha sso funny? Why you are, Ss-Ssefirot. Youhoo are. 

Ha.. .he resumes his incessant laughter.
Fuck you, you psssssssycho. I walk over to him, take his 

staff, and hurl it into the darkness. See. I still have control. If 
you had me, could I have done that?He stops and looks at me 
inquisitively.

Ssefirot, yousshould know better than that. I let you take my 
sstaff. Bessidess whom, at this very moment, do you thinks iss 
paying for your cup of coffee.

This revelation hits me with a blow to the gut and I drop to 
my knees— wake up. Wake up. Wake Up. You do it every day 
and take it for granted. Now, WAke Up.

Ssimpleton. He waves his hand and his staff jumps back to 
him with its end burning red. He walks over to me, and 
touches it to my forehead, right where I got bitten in our earlier 
encounter. It starts to throb and burn. The pain writhes 
through my hea, growing longer and more intense. I fall to the
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ground at his feet, tearing at my face. While I curl tighter and 
tighter into a fetal position, he looms over me and watches, 
then passes his staff over me again, causing the splitting pain in 
my head to double.

He’s going to break me in half.
again. I’m going to bind you insside thiss tree. He turns

around, secure in my agony, and begins to summon forth a 
twisted black willow. I’ve got to do something. Then it hits me, 
if he stuck it in, I stuck it in I can take it out.

I begin digging into my forehead— picking, prying, pulling. 
Soon I’ve got my fingers as far inside as I had earlier, but this 
time I don’t hesitate. I jam my arm in up to the elbow, search
ing for the snake— anything solid to grab onto. To my 
surprise, it isn’t fleshy, or bloody, or brainy at all in there. There 
are lots of solid things to grab onto. Unexpected things. Tools 
of all kinds— tools of trade, tools of war, tools of learning. I 
keep searching until I find the pen that writhes instead of 
writing. It tries to slink away as I grab for it, but I reach in with 
the other hand and get it firmly by its tail.

I get to my knees and pull, but it doesn’t want to come out, 
and I only get it halfway. I cross my eyes and look up at my 
hand and am surprised to find I’m holding onto the hilt of a 
very ornate, very ancient sword.

What’ss thiss? He must sense something, because he begins to 
turn from the tree. I pull the blade free and feel its energy 
surging through me as it changes from snake to sword, and 
without thinking lunge forward and swing in a wide arc, 
slashing right through his cloaked torso as he finishes turning 
toward me. As my blade sings through his flesh the worlds 
turns back again.

Bebop. Are you all right?Beb—
Sshhh —my real name is Sefirot. Bebop is a nickname.

Please, call me Sefirot. Would you like to go disappear in the 
mountains with a bottle of wine and never come back?

Sean McDonald
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OF COYOTES AND STARS

In the winter I would walk alone
At night along empty prairie roads.
The stars that filled the sky
Were so bright and more plentiful
Than even the flakes of glistening snow. The fog 
Of my breath clung to the silver moon. The coyotes 
Joined me then, their voices so sweet
And plaintive. I gazed at the stars
Unable so speak for they are too beautiful
For words. In the silence that followed
Our song, only the wind could be heard.

But now I stare out at city
Lights and the blank black dome of the sky.
I am so lonely for the stars
At night and the song of coyotes
That I break down and cry. Orion my friend
Your light is dull. What has made you 
So sad? Polaris my guide, I can’t find you 
At all. I’m lost and alone, a stranger 
In a strange land. I lie in my empty 
Cold bed and think
Of the things that are gone. I’ll never again
Walk with the stars at night or sing the coyotes’ sad song

Kate Beyer
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NAMASTE

deep as night
eternal as wind
the presence exists between

not touch or sight 
a sense yet earned 
time passes standing still

lose to find
close to open
things are not as seem

for souls mirrored
silence speaks
as life was once in dreams

dead as day
the smog approaches 
venom seeps within

smoke reveals
the dragon chasing 
a tail of tales to come

for life is once
twice forgotten secrets 
lusting to live again

so when we greet
in life or past
I speak only namaste my friend

Anonymous
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IN ABSENTIA

I haven’t forgotten what you feel 
like; my fingers have.
Thank God I’m not my 
fingers, grimed and lined always 
pressing push-keys to what 
end? To remember you.

Thank god I’m not my 
fingers.

Russ Van Paepeghem
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THANK GOD FOR POCKETS

Someday
Americans will learn the difference between 
fighting for what you want 
and the ambushes the latter holds the former 
and someday
the walking wounded will knock on your door.
They are not so pretty
as swimsuit models and movie stars
and their sad soundbites are not
something trivial upon the transom of your television
they are an echo of what has been
and what will surely be

No
I am not a terrorist
nor have I ever been
nor will I ever be
but those words are weapons
created from the wounds of my
brother
and the cries of my sister
both here and abroad
weeping in this global village
that the days of
armed regulation are past
and glory has gone the way of chivalry
and leaders the way
talking pinheads on broad
but alas
empty weak shoulders
armed with only impotent words.

The dead cry out
not for retribution
but for understanding
not for a search of weapons of mass destruction
but the arms of mass preservation
for only they will dig the proper graves.
How many more logs
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shall we throw on this fire 
of idle warmth
keeping the blood in our bodies hot 
warding off that cold touch 
so we never have to look 
and wonder
about the stains all over our hands.

Daniel Mack
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